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12 people have recommended Carolina
"Hands down, Carolina was an asset to our team--bringing intelligent thinking with a drive to create
unique and appropriate design."
— Doug Anderson, Creative Lead/Sr. Copywriter, McMurry, managed Carolina indirectly at
McMurry
"Carolina was a student of mine at the Art Institute of Phoenix. While in my class, she displayed a
great deal of talent and a passion for her craft. She also displayed a great deal of diligence in how
she approached the work. I highly recommend her for any position she is seeking."
— DD Kullman, taught Carolina at Art Institute of Phoenix
"I work with Carolina at Design Packaging Inc. and I’ve seen her fabulous designs first hand as well
as the finished products. I would recommend Carolina to any firm needing a gifted, talented
designer that can truly embrace the clients’ needs while still producing excellent, creative designs
on a quick turn-around. Carolina has a real passion for design and is exceptional at communicating
her ideas, and our employees and clients treasure her."
— Cathy Mack, Business Development Executive, Design Packaging Inc., worked with Carolina at
Design Packaging Inc
"Carolina is a pleasure to work with - she is incredibly creative and has wonderful ideas. At the
same time, she takes client direction well. She is detail oriented - which is critical in our business.
She works quickly, and thoroughly. She has a warm, friendly disposition - love her company!"
— Alison Johnson, sales, design packaging, worked with Carolina at Design Packaging Inc
"Carolina is an outstanding artisit and a pleasure to work with. Her work is exceptional and
recommend her without hesitiation."
— Joey Borane, Director of Marketing, Design44, managed Carolina at Design44, Inc
"Carolina is one of the best graphic design students I've ever come across. Her work was always
on time, and industry quality. She never complained and never lost that incredible smile on her
face, no matter how many thumbnails I asked for. She was exceptional especially in my Package
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Design class, and the comp for her Vital juice box is in her digital portfolio. Now that she is working
in the field, Carolina continually gives back to the community."
— Anita Oas, taught Carolina at Art Institute of Phoenix
"Carolina is a conscientious, hard working team player. She has the ability to multi-task and stay
focused while managing all the details of many jobs at one time. Her work ethic and integrity, along
with her unique sense of humor made it a real pleasure working with her. I could always trust her
judgment and count on her to meet the crazy deadlines no matter how many last minute changes
were made. She is a dedicated hard working individual who always exceeded my expectations with
her creativity, customer service and the exceptional quality of her work."
— Mary J. Kennelly, was Carolina's client
"Carolina is a diligent student that brings insight and creativity to the classroom."
— Adam Woods, taught Carolina at Art Institute of Phoenix
"I retained Carolina for creative/production/design work on a major re-branding effort for large client.
Her work was exemplary, her attention to detail strong and her work ethic unmatched. Despite the
intensity of the project, she remained pleasant and professional throughout. I recommend her highly
for anyone wanting someone who's ahead of their time in talent and professionalism and wants to
work with someone they can trust to get the job done..and done exceedingly well. I'd work with
Carolina again in a second."
— bruce nilsson, was Carolina's client
"It was awesome working with Carolina. She is very detail oriented, very organized and a very take
charge type gal. She came through in a time of crunch and did what needed to be done to complete
the projects. It was our loss when she took another full time job."
— Kathy Cecchin, General Agency Accountant, McMurry, worked with Carolina at McMurry
"Carolina was a hard working, very creative and dedicated student. She also was a great problem
solver, not just a good designer. She did her research before ever solving the design problem. Her
designs have the impact and energy to visually communicate the message or design. She is willing
to give back to the design community and to her previous school by coming into my portfolio class,
critiquing and reviewing my students work. This is a real benefit to these students."
— Jack Sullivan, taught Carolina at Art Institute of Phoenix
"Carol was consistently one of our top artists at Pindar. She had an excellent eye for design and
worked efficiently, as well. On top of that, she had a fantastic attitude and kept the customer top of
mind."
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— Jeff Rasmussen, Operations Manager, Pindar Set, Inc., managed Carolina indirectly at Pindar
Set, Inc

Contact Carolina on LinkedIn
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